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1. Student

1.1 Added Student Advisor Information for Non-Registered Students

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_NON_STUDENT_ADVSR

**Case Number:** 20070907_401

**Description:** Decision Support added a new table, T_NON_STUDENT_ADVSR, to allow ODBC users only the ability to report student advisor information for students who have not registered for a term.

1.2 Added GTVZIPC Validation Table to the Data Warehouse

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_ZIP_CD
- Columns(s): GTVZIPC_CODE, GTVZIPC_CITY, GTVZIPC_CNTY_CODE, GTVZIPC_STAT_CODE

**Case Number:** 20070718_547

**Description:** Decision Support added the Banner GTVZIPC validation table to the Data Warehouse as a new table, T_ZIP_CD.

1.3 & 1.4 Corrected Sourcing in Two Data Warehouse Tables

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - STU Course Schedule
- EDW - STU Registration Intruct Asg
- Table(s): T_FAC_INSTRN_ASSIGN
- T_FAC_SECT_INSTRN_ASSIGN
- Column(s): FAC_ASSIGN_POSN_NBR, FAC_INSTRN_ASSIGN_POSN_NBR, FAC_SECT_INSTRN_JOB_SUFFIX, FAC_SECT_INSTRN_POSN_NBR

**Case Number:** 20070629_41 & 20070912_140

**Description:** Decision Support made several changes to the Data Warehouse Faculty Instructional and Non-Instructional Assignment tables:
- T_FAC_INSTRN_ASSIGN: Column FAC_ASSIGN_POSN_NBR has been removed from this table in order to accommodate a new column, FAC_INSTRN_ASSIGN_POSN_NBR. This change allows users to pull the position information from the correct source in Banner.
- T_FAC_SECT_INSTRN_ASSIGN: Column FAC_ASSN_POSN_NBR has been removed from this table in order to accommodate new columns, FAC_SECT_INSTRN_POSN_NBR and FAC_SECT_INSTRN_JOB_SUFFIX. This change allows users to pull the position information from the correct source in Banner.
- ODBC Users: Access to the Data Warehouse tables (T_FAC_INSTRN_ASSIGN & T_FAC_SECT_INSTRN_ASSIGN) has not changed.
- Universe Users: Course Schedule and Instructional Assignment universes have been updated to source the correct position information, but use the existing object. Business Objects reports has not been affected by this change.
1.5 Added a New Table in the Data Warehouse for Student Hold Data

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW - STU Registration Complete
  EDW - STU Registration Limited
- Table(s): T_STUDENT_HOLD
  T_STUDENT_HOLD_HIST
- Column(s): STUDENT_ACTIVE_HOLD_IND

Case Number: 20080527_680

Description: Decision Support made several changes to the Data Warehouse Hold information:
- T_STUDENT_HOLD_HIST: Remains in the Data Warehouse and continues to be populated on its normal schedule as sourced from SZRHOHS. This allows users to extract the Hold History data only via ODBC connection. Columns CAMPUS_CD and CAMPUS_NAME have also been removed.
- T_STUDENT_HOLD_HIST: Column STUDENT_ACTIVE_HOLD_IND (Active Hold Indicator) has been dropped from this table and the Registration Complete & Limited universes. The previous logic used to derive this column onto this table was flawed, therefore inaccurate.
- T_STUDENT_HOLD: A new table has been created in the Data Warehouse and will be sourced from SPRHOLD. This allows users to access information on current holds for a student.
- Universe Changes: The Registration Complete and Limited universes have been updated to source the hold information from the new table, T_STUDENT_HOLD. This change allows users to report only on current/active holds.

1.6 Added V_ALL_STUDENTS_HS_HIST View to the OAR_USER Role

Areas Affected:
- View(s): V_ALL_STUDENTS_HS_HIST

Case Number: 20081022_434

Description: Decision Support added the view listed above to the OAR_USER role.

1.7 Added T_STUDENT_CRS_REG_HIST Table to the PRR_LTD Role

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_STUDENT_CRS_REG_HIST

Case Number: 20080307_267

Description: Decision Support added the table listed above to the PRR_LTD role.

1.8 Decision Support Reported a Unique Constraint Violation for Table

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_ADM_QUESTION_ANSR

Case Number: 20080702_26

Description: Decision Support reported a unique constraint violation for the table listed above. This issue has been investigated and a resolution determined to avoid a load failure in the future has been implemented.
1.9 Corrected Extra Spaces in T_RECRUIT

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_RECRUIT
Column(s): RECRUIT_APPL_TYPE_CD, RECRUIT_APPL_TYPE_DESC, RECRUIT_STUDENT_TYPE_GROUP, RECRUIT_LEVEL_GROUP, RECRUIT_LEVEL_CREDIT_GROUP, RECRUIT_LEVEL_DEG_GROUP, RECRUIT_GRAD_PRO_GROUP, RECRUIT_RES_GROUP

Case Number: 20081029_69

Description: Decision Support reported an issue for the table listed above. This issue has been investigated and a resolution determined to avoid a load failure in the future has been implemented.

1.10 Deleted Row from T_REG_ADDL_FEE

Areas Affected:
Table(s): T_REG_ADDL_FEE

Case Number: 20060307_274

Description: Decision Support deleted a row of erroneous data from the table listed above per the request from the UIC OAR office.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Central Management Services Information Data to the Data Warehouse

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Deduction Administration

Case Number: 20071203_467

Description: Decision Support added a new table that sources from Banner involving Central Management Services salary and FTE data. The addition allows users to access the new rules calculation difference between salary information from CMS versus Banner.

2.2 Added Admin Level 2 Code and Description to Several HR Universes

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Employee Administration
- EDW - HR Payroll
- EDW - HR Position and Job Hierarchy

Case Number: 20080609_677

Description: Decision Support added the Admin Level 2 and Description to the universes listed above. The addition allows users to include which Vice Chancellor that an organization reports to.

2.3 Added Job L/D Pay Period Amount to Table and Universe

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Position and Job Hierarchy
- Table(s): T_JOB_LBR_DISTR

Case Number: 20071220_242

Description: Decision Support added the Job L/D Pay Period Amount to the table listed above and an object to the universe listed above. The addition allows users to access the amount of pay to be applied by a labor distribution and the amount that a particular CFOAPAL contributes.

2.4 Added Employee FTE and Employee Annual Salary to the Payroll Universe

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Payroll

Case Number: 20080801_619

Description: Decision Support added the Employee FTE and Employee Annual Salary fields to the Payroll Universe. The addition allows users to see an employee’s annual salary and FTE in comparison to the actual pay.
2.5 Corrected Expiration Date Logic on Table

Areas Affected:

- Universe(s): EDW - HR Position and Job Hierarchy
- Table(s): T_JOB_DFLT_EARNS_HIST

Case Number: 20080620_69

Description: Decision Support corrected the expiration date login on the table listed above. The correction changed the logic to look at all rows in determining expiration date, rather than just current/active rows. This correction allows users to determine which default earn codes are still in active.
3. Finance

None.